
Photos of Early Fog Collectors in the Dhofar region of the Sultanate of Oman

In the late 1980s, a consulting company, WS Atkins International was providing services to the

Planning Committee for Development and Environment in the Southern Region based in Salalah

Oman. The work was under the direction of Dr. Rowan Mactaggart and Dr. Robert Whitcombe.

The following photos and comments were from their work in about 1988 in the coastal

mountains near Salalah.

The fog collectors used a metal screen with a structure like window screen. This material will
collect fog droplets and produce water but the structure will not drain effectively. The square

openings fill with fog water and some of the water remains trapped there. Ultimately, the

collecting screen begins to act like a solid obstacle and the wind carrying the fog droplets will
move around the screen. With the involvement of Dr. Robert Schemenauer from Canada and

Prof. Pilar Cereceda from Chile in 1989 and 1990 the project moved to using the flexible
Raschel mesh that had proven very effective in Chile and in other countries.

The photo that shows the fog collection by two moderate-sized olive trees is important and has

been discussed in other documents.
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F 88.5 This tank construqted under a wild olive (meetaai)' tree in the
No. 12 Shabob area of Jebel Dhofar catches water dripping from the

tree during the monsoon. The water is interceptecl by the tree
from the clouils and over 40,000 l-itres was caught during the
1988 monsoon; if the tree hacl not been present the tank woulcl
have caught no more than 2,500 Iitres of rrater from normal
rainfal-I. Therefore trees help re-charge the aquifers of the
j ebel.
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F 71.35 1Om2 (5m x 2n) fog moisture collector near Hajayf. JebelDhofar. The panels of alminim ,ia. *."i, intercepted. fronthe crouds' nearr-y 20,0oo ritres of water during one month inthe 19BB monsoon. The water runs down it" 
^.rn into a troughbelow, and from there flows through . pif" to a €torage tank.
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F 35.5 Fog moisture collecting screens ancl 2,700 litre (600 gallon)

storage tanks at Qaftawt, During the monsoon each tank isfillecl with water harvested from the clouds.
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F 75.29 Fog moisture collecting screens and storage tanks at Hayur.
Water collected during the monsoon is used to irrigate young
trees in the dry season.
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F 82.6 Lowering the screen at the end of the monsoon season formaintenance.
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F 35-5 Fog moisture coLlecting screens and 2,100 litre (600 gallon)
storage tanks at Qaflawt. During the monsoon each tank j-s

filled with water hanested from the clouds.
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F 35-4 The droplets of water run down the screen lnto a trough and

from there to a storage Lank'
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F 67.32 In the dry season young trees at Qaftawt recelve water& F68.4 harvested from the *on"oon clouds and siored l"-"i"r,.", untilthey are large enough to survive without irrigation, ,


